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COMMENTARY
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S ince the outbreak of the new coronavirus (severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 [SARS-CoV-2]) infec-
tion, lung ultrasound (US) has become a relevant tool in the

point-of-care evaluation and monitoring of pulmonary alterations
induced by SARS-CoV-2 infection at the bedside. We suggest in
this commentary that US could also be effective to reduce lung
inflammation and fibrosis in moderate-to-severe coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19)-related pneumonia.

The new coronavirus infection, which started in December
2019 in Wuhan, China,1 is highly transmissible and primarily
spreads through the respiratory tract by droplets, respiratory secre-
tions, and direct contact.2 Coronavirus disease 2019 may cause
constitutional symptoms, among which are respiratory and
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gastrointestinal symptoms, the most common being
fever and cough with a median incubation period of
4 days.3 The clinical spectrum is quite wide, ranging
from mild !ulike symptoms to rapidly evolving acute
respiratory distress syndrome, respiratory failure,
multiple-organ failure, and death.4 Severe acute respi-
ratory syndrome coronavirus 2 infection can be
roughly divided into 3 stages: stage 1, an asymptom-
atic incubation period with or without detectable
virus; stage 2, a nonsevere symptomatic period with
the presence of the virus; and stage 3, a severe respi-
ratory symptomatic stage with a high viral load.1,4

Lung in!ammation is the main cause of life-
threatening respiratory disorders in the severe stage:
once severe lung damage occurs, efforts should be
made to suppress in!ammation and to manage the
symptoms.5 On chest computed tomography (CT), a
bilateral distribution of ground glass opacities with or
without consolidations in the posterior and peripheral
lungs is the cardinal hallmark of patients with
COVID-19.6,7 Patchy, segmental, or multifocal con-
solidations, localized especially in subpleural areas or
along bronchovascular bundles, are usually identi"ed
in patients with COVID-19.8 Recent autopsies have
con"rmed that the lungs are "lled with clear liquid
jelly, much resembling the lungs of wet drowning.9

<H1>Low-Intensity Pulsed Ultrasound for Treat-
ment of Patients With COVID-19</H1>.

The role of US has so far been restricted to lung
imaging, and we are advocating for a dual role with
therapeutic purposes. Point-of-care lung US has
allowed the evaluation and monitoring of pulmonary
alterations induced by SARS-CoV-2 infection at the
bedside. Point-of-care US is a repeatable technique,
which does not expose the patients to radiation.
Point-of-care US imaging is easily implementable,
rapid, and inexpensive compared to lung CT or chest
radiography10 and has emerged in recent years as an
indispensable tool to facilitate diagnosis and rapid
therapeutic management11 for critically ill patients
with acute respiratory failure.12–14 Since the establish-
ment of the so-called BLUE (bedside lung ultrasound
in emergency) and FALLS (!uid administration lim-
ited by lung sonography) protocol decision trees to
diagnose different lung diseases,12 several studies have
shown the accuracy of lung US in detecting lung dis-
eases, including acute respiratory distress syndrome,
and its noninferiority to chest radiography and clinical

examination.13 Lung US has high sensitivity for
detecting pleural thickening, subpleural consolidation,
and ground glass opaci"cation equivalent to CT.15 In
patients with COVID-19,16 the most frequent "nd-
ings at lung US include an irregular, thickened, and
disrupted pleural line; an interstitial pattern (namely
represented by the presence of B-lines), which can be
focal of diffuse, often bilateral, and can vary in quan-
tity, becoming con!uent until the so-called white
lung, suggestive of interstitial-alveolar damage; and in
later stages and in the most severe forms, pathologic
appearances (irregular pleural line, interstitial pattern,
small or bigger consolidations), which are usually
interrupted by areas with a normal artifactual pattern
(Figure 1).

However, US can also be used to induce a variety
of biophysical effects with therapeutic intent, such as
local thermal ablation of tissues by high-intensity
focused US, with intensities in the hundreds to thou-
sands of watts per square centimeter, used for the
treatment of prostate cancer17 and neurologic disor-
ders such as an essential tremor.18 Between these
diagnostic and therapeutic regimens lies the so called
low-intensity pulsed ultrasound (LIPUS) technique,
in which a low US intensity is applied, with intensity
typically less than 100 mW/cm2 (ie, at the upper
limit of diagnostic intensities) and up to 1 W/cm2.
Low-intensity pulsed US techniques aim at modulat-
ing the physical environment of the cells, in particular
by mechanical stimulation and possibly by very mild
local heating, which can induce vasodilatation and
increased blood !ow. Low-intensity pulsed US is
delivered in a pulsed manner with long duty cycles
and exposure times19,20 and has been used to stimu-
late bone fracture healing21 and wound healing and
to treat soft tissue and musculoskeletal injuries.22 The
most common LIPUS parameters used, especially for
bone healing, are LIPUS at a frequency of 1.5 MHz,
pulsed with a pulse repetition frequency of 1 kHz, a
duty cycle of 20%, and an intensity of 30 mW/cm2,
with daily sessions of 20 minutes. The literature on
the bioeffects of LIPUS suggests that this technique
may be relevant in the context of COVID-19.

In several preclinical studies, LIPUS was shown
to be bene"cial in mitigating in!ammation and facili-
tating tissue repairs,23 with anti-in!ammatory effects
of LIPUS that could be mediated by several mecha-
nisms, including upregulation of anti-in!ammatory
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gene expression, upregulation of regulators of
immunosuppressor cells, including myeloid-derived
suppressor cells and regulatory T cells, and possibly
through exosome-carrying anti-in!ammatory cyto-
kines and anti-in!ammatory micro-RNAs.24 The pro-
duction of exosomes was also reported to possibly
mitigate tumor necrosis factor !–induced endothelial
in!ammation by inhibiting the nuclear factor "B sig-
naling pathway in human umbilical vein endothelial
cells.25 The potential of LIPUS to modulate the phe-
notype of in!ammatory cells, reducing the number of
neutrophils and in!ammatory macrophages, was also
observed in a preclinical model of spinal fusion26 and
muscle injury.19 Reduced levels of in!ammatory
cyclooxygenase 2 after LIPUS were observed in

animal models of rheumatoid arthritis27 and tendon,
skeletal muscle, ligament, and tendon-bone junction
injuries,22 although increased production of cyclooxy-
genase 2 was reported in LIPUS-treated fractures.28

Low-intensity pulsed US stimulation of angiogen-
esis was reported in the context of both bone and soft
tissue repairs, through increased production of inter-
leukin 8 and vascular endothelial growth factor by
human mandibular osteoblasts, human peripheral
blood monocytes, and human osteoblasts. Up-
regulation of vascular endothelial growth factor, endo-
thelial nitric oxide synthase, and basic "broblast
growth factor was observed in a porcine model of
chronic myocardial ischemia and was accompanied by
an increase in capillary density in the ischemic
region.20

Several preclinical studies reported that low-
intensity US can inhibit edema formation in different
tissue types, such as synovial in!ammation in the rat
knee29 and in different mouse models of brain
injuries.30–32 The exact mechanisms of action remain
to be elucidated, but the protective effect may be
attributed to the maintenance of tight-junction pro-
teins in the case of brain edema and to a reduction in
the in!ammatory cell in"ltrate in the synovium.

Coronavirus disease 2019–driven endothelial
damages have been documented.33,34 Increased vascu-
lar permeability has been reported in some patients
and seems to be strongly related to increased throm-
bosis. Published data suggest that LIPUS could play a
mitigating role in this phenomenon. Basic research at
the cellular and molecular levels suggests that LIPUS
could attenuate endothelial in!ammation.25 In vitro,
the inhibition of gap junctions abolished US-
enhanced phosphorylation, suggesting that gap junc-
tions are essential for the LIPUS effect, at least on
osteogenic differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells.
Low-intensity pulsed US exposure is able to improve
cell-to-cell communication via gap junctions, mainly
through modulation of extracellular signal–regulated
kinase 1/2 and p38 intracellular signaling pathways.21

Finally, low-intensity US has also been reported to
induce changes in cell membrane permeability.35

In the context of a viral infection, a recent study
reported that low-intensity US can attenuate the
aggressive in!ammatory response in a model of acute
viral myocarditis in mice, with underlying mecha-
nisms that may rely on activation of caveolin 1 and

Figure 1. Lung US imaging in the context of COVID-19. The
images show the distinctive features observed on lung US imaging
and illustrate the acoustic path that makes these lesions amenable
for LIPUS treatment. A, Interstitial pattern: multiple B-lines (vertical
artifacts starting from the pleural line). B, Subpleural consolidation:
a hypoechoic area with irregular margins and hyperechoic air spots
is detectable.
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suppression of mitogen-activated protein kinase sig-
naling.36 Whether these effects could be suf"cient to
reduce edema and endothelial damage and restore a
functional endothelium, thus reducing thrombosis or
ischemia, will have to be investigated.

On the safety side, as lungs naturally contain
gas bodies, they are intrinsically more sensitive
to the bioeffects of US exposure. Lung damage,
hemorrhage that may result from the thermal,
mechanical, or cavitational effects of US, has
been reported in the past but with acoustic pres-
sure levels of at least 1 MPa, well above LIPUS
parameters proposed here, and these effects are
dependent on the frequency, pulse duration,
pulse repetition frequency, and exposure dura-
tion. To our knowledge, no adverse events have
been reported with a LIPUS treatment regimen
at low power in soft tissues.

The current LIPUS systems usually use planar
transducers to sonicate a volume in front of the active
surface of the sensor. It also would be theoretically
possible to generate similar levels of pressure/power
with diagnostic imaging systems, if the excitation
parameters can be modi"ed to send pulsed US
(as imaging is performed by sending single pulses,
whereas LIPUS uses pulsed continuous waves) in a
planar mode (plane wave emission). That will have to
be discussed with manufacturers. If possible, it could
allow for an easy translation of this therapeutic
modality in the clinical setting.

The proposed approach is limited to peripheral
lesions adherent to the pleura, which could be treated
through the corresponding transcostal acoustic win-
dow. Lesion accessibility, however, should be assessed
at the time of imaging, and patients suitable for treat-
ment would be patients with COVID-19 with moder-
ate to severe in!ammatory lung lesions adjacent to
the chest wall as seen on chest CT scans and visible
with transcostal US imaging.

A potential pitfall may come from technical limi-
tations of the treatment area. Current LIPUS systems
typically use planar transducers of a few centimeters
in diameter, and treatment of lesions larger than the
footprint of the transducer may lead to a suboptimal
response. Selection of smaller lesions will allow this
limitation to be bypassed at "rst, while technological
solutions are implemented to allow treatment of

larger areas if necessary. Finally, the treatment param-
eters proposed here are based on an analysis of publi-
shed data, which report anti-in!ammatory effects of
LIPUS in the treatment of bone and soft tissues inju-
ries. The basic dosimetric parameters of LIPUS and
its mechanisms of action, however, have not been
clearly identi"ed yet,21 and LIPUS parameters may
have to be modi"ed to induce an optimal response in
patients with COVID-19.

Conclusions

Although LIPUS has not been studied speci"cally
in the context of an in!ammatory response yet, lit-
erature data suggest that LIPUS could be effective
to reduce in!ammation and improve blood circula-
tion. Coronavirus disease–related pulmonary
lesions, consisting of edematous tissue and !uid-
"lled cavities, usually in the peripheral lung areas,
are visible with US imaging and are potentially
amenable to treatment with therapeutic
US. Coronavirus disease–related pleural/pulmo-
nary consolidations can be treated with LIPUS with
US imaging guidance or fusion imaging with CT
scans.

The pathogenesis of COVID-19 deterioration is
unknown. Moreover, the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic
is an ongoing and unresolved medical emergency. It is
important to provide relief to national health care sys-
tems by identifying potential strategies to reduce the
rate of clinical deterioration. Ultrasound could have a
direct clinical bene"t for ef"ciently-treated patients and
an indirect bene"t for other patients because of the
current shortage of intensive care unit equipment and
personnel. The use of LIPUS, if proven effective, could
be particularly important because of the current poor
availability of potentially effective drugs to mechani-
cally to reduce lung in!ammation and "brosis in
moderate-to-severe COVID-19–related pneumonia.
Further studies are now required to provide new
insights into the applicability of LIPUS in everyday
clinical practice (as an extended application of diagnos-
tic tools) and also in other similar clinical settings, such
as acute respiratory distress syndrome due to other
etiologies.
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